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Mr Hawtin 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Tyric 

COMMUNITY CHARGE: TRANSITION 

I attach a draft of Mr Ridley's paper for E(LF) next Wednesday. 

DOE officials say it is an indication of the options that Mr Ridley 

is pursuing, rather than a final draft of the paper he plans 

to put to colleagues. The conclusions are much as predicted 

in The Times yesterday morning, alLhough the paper did not reach 

us until late yesterday afternoon. • 

	

2. 	According to the paper, Mr Ridley will propose: 

to drop the idea in his previous paper that 

English authorities can choose whether to opt out of 

domestic rates early; 

instead to require immediate transition from 

domestic rates to Community Charge in April 1990, with 

the exception of 10 London authorities who would have 

a phased transition over 4 years; 

to cap the safety net. This will bring forward 

to 1990-91 the first £75 million of the benefit of 

the new regime to high rateable value areas like 

Buckinghamshire, Surrey and Barnet, with an earlier 

small loss elsewhere. 

	

3. 	The revised proposals are a modified version of a scheme 

put forward to E(LF) in July - and rejected. The main new features 

• 
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are the modified safety net which has the effect of moderating 

111 the initial CC in parts of the South; and a distinction within 

London, based on expenditure above GRE, to determine which local 

taxpayers, are allowed to retain domestic rates. This criterion 

has been chosen by Mr Ridley to include the areas with potentially 

the highest Community Charge while excluding the current 

Conservative boroughs apart from the City. 

You will wish to oppose the proposal that an ordeily 

transition from rates to Community Charge should be confined 

to a few high-spending authorities in London and ask colleagues 

to confirm the decision in July that there should be a phased 

transition throughout England. 

We intend to propose some factual changes to the DOE paper 

to officials and to suggest some further exemplifications which 

we think would be helpful. 

I doubt if it is worthwhile putting your own paragraphs 

in the DOE paper. You could reserve your comments for the meeting. 

However, the latest package may prove superficially attractive. 

You may wish to minute the Prime Minister setting out your views, 

so that she and colleagues can read them before the meeting. 

A first very rough draft of such a minute is attached. IL aims 

to make three points: 

If local authorities and business ratepayers 

need time to adjust, so do people. You warn colleagues 

again that the redistribution of local taxes which 

they are contemplating will place significant new burdens 

on individuals and families; the size and timing of 

the extra burdens, as well as their distribution across 

the countryi pose political problems. 

Mr Ridley's latest proposals are a minor variation 

111 

	

	on options colleagues considered collectively and 
rejected in July; and 

there is no reason to change the July decisions, 
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because the pressure from the Party and others is based 

on misconceptions about what they might gain. 

7. 	We should be grateful to know whpther you agree with this 

approach. If you do, we will submit to you a polished version 

of the minute to the Prime Minister, and prepare detailed briefing 

for the meeting. 

Ff-d,rti- 
R FELLGETT 

• 
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DRAFT MINUTE TO THE PRIME MINISTER 

COMMUNITY CHARGE: TRANSITION 

I am minuting you to set out my views on Nicholas Ridley's 

latest proposals for the transition to the Community Charge 

from 1990. 

2. 	In the Green Paper we suggested that the Community Charge 

would be phased-in in steps of no more than £50 a year, to 

• 

reducing in real terms if inflation s o ld continue, to 

authorities in those geographical areas who stood to lose 

from the change. In July, we all agreed to shorten the two 

linked types of transition to just four years, even though 

this is one year less than we will allow business ratepayers 

to adjust to the NNDR. 

3. 	Two weeks ago, Nicholas proposed that individual councils 

should have the right to opt out of the agreed transition 

and introduce the CC in full in 1990. I am glad that Nicholas 

now agrees with me that "opting out" would give a weapon 

to our political opponents, and has dropped this idea. But 

his latest proposals in E(LF)(87) are close to a scheme 

we rejected in July: they mean that individual local taxpayers 

in much of England would have no time to adjust to the new 

system, notwithstanding our common view that both business 

ratepayers and local authorities deserve just such an 

adjustment period. 



• 
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4. 	I think we need to consider carefully the size of the 

additional tax burdens which no transition would impose on 

new local taxpayers and on families; the timing of these 

new burdens; and the likely political response. The changes 

now proposed in E(LF)(87)  

immediate increases over the previous 

rates billLcould exceed the gains from 

a 3p cut in income tax for 5 million 

tax units; 

 

  

a single person on three-quarters average 

earnings who previously paid no local 

taxes would face the equivalent of a 

110 	 4p increase. 

[Examples to be considered further.] 

The perverse pattern of changes in tax bills for different 

families in different parts of the country, which the Chief 

Secretary outlined in his paper (E(LF)(87)32) of 13 July 

are very broadly the same in the latest variant of these 

proposals. 	I attach [not yet] examples illustrating this 

point. 	The Government will be blamed by all the losers, 

and by a good many people who have been persuaded that they 

are losers, whether that is true or not. 

We were concerned about the political response to ‘iihoole 
I 

dik tot 	 1+04••". uv""'S 
i/proposed in July: there is no reason to be less concerned 
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now. I know that some in the Party have called on us to 

• modify the announced policy. I understand that, as major 

gainers, many councils in the South want the new system as 

early as possible. But I have to doubt whether they undelsLand 

all the implications. 

The examples attached show that
) 
unlike Scotland and 

Wales the range of existing rate bills means the benefits 

of the new policy cannot all be available immediately. Even 

local authority Treasurers and other experts do not really 

understand the complicated interaction between the safety 

net and the transition which is illustrated there. The answer 

to those in the Party who have asked for a change is therefore 

to explain fully and effectively the reasons for our policy. 

110 If we change our minds now it may produce short-term popularity 

in some quarters, but the problems and complaints will come 

home to roost in 1990 and 1991. 

I 	am 	copying 	this 	minute 	to 	Willie Whitelaw, 

Nicholas Ridley, and to other colleagues on E(LF). 

• 	[N.L] 
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cc Sir P Middleton 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Anson 
Mr Hawtin 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Potter 
Mr Fellgett 
Mr Tyrie 

COMMUNITY CHARGE: TRANSITION 

The Chancellor has seen Mr Fellgett's minute of 4 November. 	He 

would be grateful, by close of play tonight, for considered views 

from the Chief Secretary and Mr Tyrie. • 

L_e 
CATHY RYDING 

Li 
• 
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is 	lects the latest views of DOE 2. 	I now enclose a draf 
Ministers, but has not 
therefore, it should 
they wish to see pu 
word-for-word in 

by them. Obviously, 
ication of the options 

end, rather than being 
ly wish to see used. 

o far been see 
e treated as an in 
forward, a 	to reco 

the terms th will fina 

3. 	At E(LF) las time, the C 
particularly inte ested in see 
C is a first stab at these: t 
thought it sensib e to consul 
worrying about th t. 

pful if, once you have had a chance to 
e were to meet to d cuss matters. That will 

example) to ex am n DOE Ministers' 

4. 	It might be he 
consider the paper, 
give me the chance (f 
thinking in more detail. 

er, to 
expressed his 
d in any 
w Wells 

5. 	I am copying this letter, and the dra 
Peter Stredder in the No 10 Policy Unit - w 
interest in this subject and may wish to be 
discussions we have - and, for information, to 
(Cabinet Office). 

`7Z-W-7 

\A, 

J ADAMS 
Finance Local Taxation Division B 
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DRAFT E(LF) PAPER 

COMMUNITY CHARGE: TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

Background  

1. 	At E(LF) on 27 October we discussed my proposal to allow each 

distr . ct and borough council the option not to have 'dual running' 

of 	ic rates and the community charge between 1990 and 1994; 

instea 	could choose to move straight to the full - 

kil  

safety-nC 	community charge. 

4010u2. 	It may be 	1 to remind colleagues that, in July, we 

agreed two separate trans onal ar 

(i) 	The safety  net prey ts changes I the burden of 

domestic taxa ion between reas, that wo id arise under our 

new arrangemeats, from t 	ng place in 190. The safety net 

would be phas d out, in 	al steps, be een 1991/92 and 

1994/95. The sh fts that 	uld then be allowed to take place 

mainly represent t effect under e present system of 

variations in rateable va ue, and the spa1 London 

is phased out, 

bills would tend to go up in low RV areas 	North, and in 

parts of inner London. 

(ii) Dual running slows down the shift in the burd of 

domestic taxation within each area - from ratepayers to 

community charge payers. Obviously, if an area levies a 

domestic rate as well as a community charge, non- householders 

SECRET 
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(who will be paying the community charye but have not been 

paying rates) will see their bills rise less rapidly, and 

householders (who are paying rates and the community charge) 

will see their bills fall more slowly than would occur if the . 

authority abolished domestic rates overnight. 

This paper describes a range of options for the transition, 

including the possibility of redefining the safety net, and sets 

ou 	conclusions, against the background of the pressure, from 

the 	and others, that dual running should be eliminated if at 

all post)0  

community charges above £300  

The possibilit of a schemt  along the e lines was raised at 

E(LF) on 27 Octobe 	It would ean not havi g a safety net as so 

far proposed, but instead payi 	a special g ant to all areas where 

community charges would other e be above £ 00 to keep them down 

to that figure. T s would, 	viously, make the community charge 

much easier to intro ce in f 	everywhe e in 1990 - in inner 

London, as well as parts  •  the Sou East that would otherwise be 

contributing substantially to the safety ne 	e resulting 

charges in 1990 are shown in column 3 ot Anne ith such a 

6 

4  
scheme the special grant could be phased out ove 0rs to 

In considering such a scheme, the following issues arise. 

(i) 	It would cost £530m - an addition of £15 on community 

charges everywhere. 

No dual runni , 	safety net, but special grant to prevent   

If . 1 ....) 1  
V y- e ce 

produce full charges in 1994/95. 4,4 

SECRET 
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(ii) It allows all the changes to flow through immediately in 

areas where community charge bills would be under £300. Many 

low RV authorities in the north would see substantial 

percentage increases in bills in 1990, for example Hyndburn 

(Accrington) £137 to £212 (+55%). Colleagues in such areas 

placed great emphasis on the safety net during the election. 

Nonetheless absolute 	would not exceed £300 anywhere, a 

level comparable with the position when the community charge 

is introduced in Scotland in 1989. 

146  t means providing a subsidy from community charge 
pay 	sewhere to high spending authorities in inner London. 

In Cam 	or example, a £300 ceiling would, on present 

figures, 	 reduction  of £154 per adult compared with 

existing rate bills;  --- -  s .. 'dy of £482 per adult compared 

with the full, u afety netted comm ity charge. 

The Gre n Paper pro ed a full safety net; we confirmed 

decision in July (at east as far a 1990 is concerned). 

6. 	I recommended a c rse of action ra er like this in our 

earlier discussions, but in 	 the conce of colleagues 	about 

iti  

the position of low RV authorities and what 	'd in July about 

the safety net, I now recommend that it should 	pursued 

No 'dual running', full safety net 

• 
	Choosing this option in England would mean adopting the same 

policy as is already agreed for Scotland in 1989 and Wales in 1990. 

(iv) 

that 

It would be d fficult to back on tho e undertakings now. 

further. 

The community charge in each area would be the figure in column 

of Annex h. It has obviougAMPCtions 4 7 
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it eliminates the cost and difficulty of dual running; 

it ensures that domestic rates are abolished everywhere in 

Britain before the next Election; 

the safety net prevents shifts in bills between areas in 

the first year, and then gives time to adjust as it is phased 

out. 

ts% 
1- 	 two major drawbacks - 

the 

	

	 ent is obliging all areas to abandon domestic 

41ill‘  
rates ent 	in 1990, even where the resulting community 

charge bills would be 	 opponents in areas like inner 

London would enco 	 r areas to blame the 

Government for 	 artly because of ILEA 

overspending, bills woul 	e high in We tminster and 

Kensington a 	 and Hackney; 

having a ful safety n 	in 1990 meaf s that community 

charges reflect 	 e value as well as 

spending; for example 	 outh Buck - spending 

L28/adult above GRE - but only 1142 in 	y - spending 

£51/adult above GRE. 

40 9. 	This suggests that it would be worth consider in 	native 
10Pb  

ways of specifying the safety net, to avoid the "South 	' 

problem. 

SECRET 
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No dual running; maximum safety net contribution set at £75 in 

1990/91  

tog. 	This approach would allow some of the gains to come through 

to those areas that would otherwise be making the biggest 

contributions to the safety het. The areas benefiting, assuming a 
A.Y.We's4 8 

£75 maximum contribution, are set out inkaftha=e_. It would make 

full introduction of the community charge in 1990 much easier in 

pla% 	'Ice South Bucks, where the safety netted charge would be 

£281 	than £397 in the first year. 

d concession makes a big difference to community 

charges in a f 	horities, the cost is limited to £75m because 

13. At E(LF) on 27 October, colleagues exp 	concern at the 

scope for political gamesmanship if some very h 	ending 

councils did not have dual running, and could seek 	ame the 

Government for the high community charges in their a 

this in mind, I have been looking at possible criteria f 400;:_th 

determining those areas that might be required to have dual 

running. 

SECRET 
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Lt. Colleagues' concern was about areas with high unsafety-netted 

charges. Because of the way the new system will be structured, 

that is the same as saying areas that are presently spending well 

above GRE. Annex )O shows (in Column 1) those cueds overspending 

most in 1987/88, on the basis of 1987/88 budgeted total expenditure 

(in Ls per head) compared with 1987/88 GREs. Column 2 shows the 

safety netted community charges in those areas; and column 3 the 

unsa 	y netted figures (in both cases, in Ls per adult). The 

rel 	ip between columns 1 and 3 can be seen clearly; column 2 

is inf 	by the size of the safety net in each area, which in 

turn refle 	ariations in domestic rateable values. 

* 
41. 14. One possibi t k would be to limit the requirement to have dual 

running to those areas i 	he first g p (those overspending by 

more than £200 per he 	in 198 	8, and wish unsafety netted 

community charges i7i excess of 	50). Such n approach would mean 

that only the nine highest spe 	ng inner London boroughs are 

caught (plus the C ty, which h 	only a very mall number of 

domestic properties . It woul also enable s to announce the 

criteria now, on the easis of 	blished 19 /88 GREs and budgets. 

16. Alternatively, it would be possible to 	r the threshold to 

£100 or £80 overspending (the bottom two grou 	But, as well as 

catching Waltham Forest and Haringey, this risks ri ing in 

Conservative-controlled Wandsworth, Kensington and 	a, and 

Westminster (who would be caught because of the effect 	EA 

overspending). All three authorities are planning to opt out of 

ILEA and so should be able to reduce costs substantially in the 

early 1990s. The presentational problem is at its most acute in 

the case of Wandsworth, where the safety netted community charge in 

SECRET 
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in 1990 would only be £211. Brentwood, an authority particularly 

enthusiastic about the community charge, have artificially 

increased their 1987/88 expenditure in order to attract extra block 

grant, and so also appear in this list. 

tt. If a threshold lower than £200 were chosen, one approach would 

be to base it, not on 1987/88 figures, but on budgets for 1988/89. 

This would allow Brentwood to escape (they could reverse the policy 

thetlkj adopted for 1987/88) but 

0 

4*11-  

- i 	also give an incentive to other authorities to go 

in for 	've accounting, and would mean that the decision 

as to whe e 

hands; 

it would alm st certainli not let Wa sworth out: their fate 

    

would be dete mined large 	by ILEA's o budget; 

some areas ould not kn 	until next -pring whether they 

were to have 	running r not. 

running applied was, to some extent, out of Gar.  

155. My own preference is to rm dual runn 	to areas 

overspending by more than £200, on the basi 	87/88 figures. 

'Opting', or Government-imposed decisions  

411P 
19. My earlier paper (E(LF)(87)42) suggested that authoies 401‘  

might be given the option whether or not to have dual running. If 

we are now proposing a threshold, then it is difficult to see a 

role for opting, unless 

SECRET 



Conclusions  

, in 1990 simply because of the safety net. 0 

allowing the full community charge to be introduced 	1990 is 

1111§‘ 
areas - like South Bucks - having very 	ommunity charges 

40 

r114

(iii) There are some high-spending councils whe 	risk of 

(ii) We need to avoid t e problem of r 	tively low-spending 

SECRET - NO COPIES TO BE TAKEN 

either  we were prepared to see some authorities above the 

threshold opt out of dual running (which would negate the 

purpose of such a scheme); 

or we wanted to give the opportunity for areas below the 

threshold to keep rates after 1990. 

20 
Reaction within the Party since the last discussion has shown 

a lar e majority against 'opting'. I recommend, therefore,that we 

do 	rsue this approach: those above the threshold would be 

requi 	have dual running; those below it would be required to 

move str 	to the full community charge in 1990/91. 

21 

1 

2-49. I believe there re three1 onsiderat ons we must have in mind. 

(i) 	In the ight of the oncern expre sed by the Party about 

"dual runnin " we must al w as many are s as possible to go 

straight to t e community harge in 199t. We cannot simply 

stick with the •ecisions 	took in J y. 

simply too great. 

SECRET 
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21. With these considerations in mind, I recommend a package with 

the following elements 

(i) 	a safety nPt, nf thp kind we have already announced, but 

with the maximum contribution limited to £75 per 

adult, the cost being met by community charge payers 

everywhere; 

all areas moving straight to the (safety netted) 

ty charge in 1990; except  

411.P (iii) 	tention of dual running for those nine inner 

4011‘ London bo o 	(plus the City) where spending is more than 

£200 per head above 	In 	88 

2. Community chm__ 

column 2 of Table 

community charges 

4. Annex t  gives 

different areas. 

es in 1990/ 1 on thiS ba is would be as at 

A (assuming 	7/88 spendi g), with the 1994/95 

(assuming un 	nged spendi g) as shown in column 

xamples of 	effect on ample households in 

%pa t  
44,) 
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